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1. CIPHER CHORUS URBAN RHYTHMS 
landscape architecture in sites of vulnerability 
resonate through place-based social networks.

Mapping Emotion To Improve Neighborhood Health 2017 , New York Academy of Medicine  -  6

Design Sanctuary, Marcus Garvey Village, Columbia University/ Brownsville  -  8

Designing Wilderness and Sanctuary Studio Storefront For Art and Architecture  -  14

A New Kind of Hospital Room, Immersive Landscape Feedback, Brookdale Hospital  -  16 

Urban Rhythms Flex - Choric Design, Mark Morris Dance Group, Brownsville  -  20

Preventing Chronic Violence With Urban Rhythms, Journal of Urban Design and Mental Health  -  22

Advertising Design For Violence Prevention  -  24

Calvario Cultivo Social, Universidad Simon Bolivar  -  26

Brownsville, Brooklyn Health Impact Assessment, Pew  -  28

Neighborhood Doctor, Harvard GSD  -  30

Real Time Health Mapping (RTHM) Research and Lectures Harvard  -  32

Pictured left to right: 
Jayquane Shakespeare, Abi Foster, 
Myalaiah Warren, Kenneth Frampton 
and Alan Waxman
photo credit this image QLA Design
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New York Academy of Medicine
Mapping Emotion To Improve 
Neighborhood Health 2017

The dynamic quality of urban 
systems management, perahps 
especially in social determinants of 
health, is shown in the relflexivity of 
participants as people become 

Storefront For Art and Architecture,
Brookdale Hospital, New York State Council of the Arts The Shady Side

“I say hell’s risen
If you even think about the Shady Side -
Where the shade reside -
And understand where the
grimey people put your space rely.
I couldn’t even trust us,
Satan would lie.

What you thinking? Nothing else
When they demonize,
Using everything that they brutalize.
Even if you trying to think
About most of your friends
Who’ve been scrutinized -
You had to get it off the land”

        --Tameel Marshall

The article focused on the role of 
the “cipher” chorus, the vulnerable 
group that serves to review 
and shift the discourse so that 
landscape change is possible

aware through psychosocial cipher 
criptography, of their role in the larger 
ecology.  This allows everyone to 
blur the boundaries of “patient” and 
“doctor;” “resident” and “designer.”

The following poem is released from 
the Brookdale project in regards to a 
particular park that exists at an edge 
condition between gang areas:
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Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center:
Design Sanctuary Urban Rhythms 
of violence and making sanctuary 
from the inside 2015

Participants presented their designs and research to 
Kenneth Frampton in Columbia

The Marcus Garvey Village is low 
income housing designed by 
architect Kenneth Frampton in 1970 in 
a collaboration between the Institute 
for Architecture and Urban Studies 
(headed by Peter Eisenman) and the 
Urban Development Corporation in 
New York. 

The Village was infamous for gang 
violence in the period that followed 
and was home of the nationwide Folk 
Nation Gang.  L&M Realty bought 
the development in recent years and 
hired the Brownsville Community 
Justice Center to address the 
reputation and reality of the violence.

Value Map for the participants 

Working on behalf of the Brownsville 
Community Justice Center I 
conducted a 10 week studio 
with mostly young men in the 
development, all of whom had some 
level of involvement with the justice 
system.  We evaluated the realities of 
the space, mapping the current social 
landscape of gang violence, and 
potential architectural interventions 
to prevent and reduce violence.  
In a safe space, we designed a 
community Rec Center for an unused 
lot in the center of the development. 

In June 2015, the young people 
presented our work to Kenneth 
Frampton in Columbia University.

Brownsville Community Justice Center, L&M Realty, 
Columbia University collaboration, 2015

New Rec Center Plan repurposes existing parking lot with shipping 
containers, basketball court, and garden design.

New Rec Center interior -
Salon use, studio use, and classroom use

Kim mapping risk in her area. 

Students map their neighborhood.

Dimitri and Tyrone discuss a potential script idea.

Participants mapped out personal 
risk according to location, time of 
day, time of year, and the result was 
aggregated creating a psycho-social 
map - depicted at left - hidden for 
privacy.   
 
The group came to understand 
exactly how the architecture was 
materialized in risk of gun violence.
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Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center
Brownsville, Brooklyn
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Marcus Garvey Village Rec Center
Built, 2016, Brownsville, Brooklyn

With some negotiation and help 
from L&M Development Partners, the 
recreation center was built on site 
and opened in October 2016.  New 
York State Assemblywoman Latrice 
Walker is pictured giving a speech 
below.  James Brodick, director of the 
Brooklyn Community Justice Centers 
smiles at right.  Participants friends 
and family stand and sit between.

New Rec Center interior as built -

New Rec Center plaza as built -
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Since December 2016, in the heart 
of the notorious neighborhood of 
Brownsville, Brooklyn, a small group 
of high risk individuals have come 
together in a new kind of hospital 
room. Using big data technology, 
they identify key data sets within their 
neighborhood, then parse that data 
through a methodology of verbal 
and time based cryptography called 
a cipher.  As the group zooms in on 
spaces in the neighborhood, they 
create a model within that space 
based in time and elucidate details 
of that model based on resonant 
ecological themes. The result is an 
understanding of big data in a high 
risk area that hospitals and insurance 
agencies can rarely glean based 

entirely on standard methods.  As 
key, actionable decision makers in the 
high risk zone of ecological sensitivity 
- the group of individuals offer key 
actionable insights. 

Because this whole operation is 
done within a hospital setting, data 
collected is protected by HIPAA law.  
Participants don’t risk being a “snitch” 
through their data analysis.  Rather, by 
association with the hospital - by far 
the most powerful institution in the 
neighborhood, generating millions of 
dollars annually - high risk participants 
become powerful stakeholders of 
neighborhood change..

Wilderness and Sanctuary Studio 
2018-2016
Storefront For Art and Architecture,
Brookdale Hospital, New York State Council of the Arts

issues becomes embodied by the 
participant. One “breaks” the law, and 
in this way, inscribes the law into his 
or her own body. 

Within our agonistic dialectical 
society, it is no coincidence that this 
creation of law, by transgression 
and exception, is the primary 
means by which law is maintained, 
interpreted and changed; to “catch 
a case.” It should come as little 
surprise that within a state that is 
majority and normatively “white,” this 
transgression is so often embodied 
by “black” people in namely “minority” 
neighborhoods - witness to the 
agonistic dialectic of American 
culture.  The concept of embodiment 
of socio-cultural ecological 
trends within minority, particularly 
marginalized populations, is subject 
of Nancy Krieger’s “ecosocial theory,” 
as well as creative starting point for 
ecosocial design.  

This is why our work is predicated on 
the gravity of high risk populations 
and spaces of vulnerability - it is 
within these spaces and with these 
actors that majority ecological 
systems are established, maintained, 
and adapted.

19th century notions of “savage” “wilderness” become 
21st century realities of spatial social determinants of 
health. 

Studio Description: Wilderness and Sanctuary in 
Brownsville Brooklyn

The project began as a discussion 
of “wilderness and sanctuary” in 
Brownsville.  Participants assessed the 
meaning of traditional “wilderness” 
paintings such as Albert Bierstadt’s 
“Indians Spear Fishing,” at right.  
Rather than a typology of “wilderness” 
space, the group in Brownsville 
repeatedly identified the social 
and psychological mental space of 
“wilding,” which often centered on the 
concept of being “savage,” in which 
someone would “do what it takes to 
survive.” 

In this kind of mental space, or rather, 
perceived mental void, it is possible 
to become violent in order to obtain 
peace, but the emphasis is not on 
physical violence so much as on 
transgression of a boundary, either 
mental, social, or physical, often inter-
personally.  Various examples were 
provided of being forced “up against 
a wall” with “nowhere to turn” where 
one had to “wild” and “be savage” 
as a means of escape. This concept 
of escape when there is no escape 
is not to flee the “problem” but to 
“become the problem” - a moment 
of radical transgression of mind and 
body duality with emptiness of mind 
in which the law and various mental 

The discussion on “wilding” led to a 
categorization of atmospheres that 
have various effects on wilding.  For 
example, a complete pharmacology 
of drugs and alcohol were identified 
in terms of their affect on social 
and psychological interaction. 
Interestingly, drugs were perceived 
as coming, most powerfully, from 
mysterious and often wild spaces, 
whether beyond the walls of a 
chemical factory, or in a foreign 
country ravaged by war.  

Music, particularly hip hop music, 
was identified as analogous to 
powerful drugs, and likewise arises 
from a potentially violent and wild 
space. Yet, hip hop is a kind of drug 
that can be harvested by people in 
the neighborhood in their own lives, 
and then distilled locally, in their own 
minds, before being bottled in the 
recording studio.   Music is a powerful 
sanctuary, place of healing, and 
environment of potential wilding.

Rather than focus on the bottling and 
distribution of music, as a recording 
studio, the group decided to focus 
instead on the process of creation 
of music in “freestyle cipher” that 
allows for a deep analysis, a kind of 

Transition of treatment methodology from removal 
of transgressor, to group negotiation of psycho-
social dimensions of space of transgression through 
“wilderness and sanctuary.”

“close reading” of a place, together 
with a group of people.   In this way, 
it’s possible to understand real time 
rhythms associated with space - to 
understand its socio-spatial ecology 
- and act on it.   The main precedent 
for this spatial understanding of 
“urban rhythms” is the previous 
studios in Brownsville on this 
subject, most notably the mapping 
studio conducted in 2015 in which 
high risk young people mapped 
neighborhood risk over time.

This became the basis of the 
“New Kind of Hospital Room” that 
would function as both as space 
of “wilderness and sanctuary” 
and allow for the management of 
ecological big data by working with 
the high risk group.   In this way the 
“new kind of hospital room” moves 
the data parsing techniques of 
cipher cryptography into the highly 
actionable hospital environment. 

Psycho-social dimensions of space negotiated through 
cipher cryptography
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A New Kind Of Hospital Room
Immersive landscape feedback
“wilding” cipher 2018-2016

Neighborhood - 
performance in situ where 
changes in socio-ecological 
system resonate in landscape

Translational space -
heightened, intensified human 
“nature” space for “wilding” - a new 
kind of hospital room / garden / 
theater / chorus

Projection of urban scale patterns,
street sensor data and research 
data, aggregate health info etc on 
walls of the translational space

Participants
implement result of 
narrative integration
through applied projects
in the neighborhood

Street Information 
narratives and 
sensor data integrated
in real time with research
for better translational 
understanding

Resarch environment
confidentially integrates 
narratives heart and breath data 
with large scale urban patterns
for adaptation of the projection 
for the translational environment

Lab 
Institutional background for 
social sciences, census data, 
health data, musical integration, 
creation of beats, finding patterns

Storefront For Art and Architecture,
Brookdale Hospital, New York State Council of the Arts

Contemporary Brooklyn hospital 
room

A new kind of hospital room

Beat “Beat is the rate or the beats per minute, the 
metronome, breath, activity in a day, the ability 
for actions to take place, data, police phone calls, 
facebook data, drop out rate. It is the way slaves 
would communicate beyond words, the angle of 
perspective, the power of persuasion. It plays a 
big role in how something is perceived, whether 
a song captures the feeling of ‘the street.’

Instrumentality is materials, tools, iron, guns, 
instruments, google, facebook, murals, stores, 
things they sell, garbage, chemicals, food, 
clothes, etc.

Lyricism is meaning, criticism through ideas, 
words, and metaphors such as lies, African 
masks, images of the Vietnam war, desires to 
make it big and get out of Brownsville, etc.

For example If murder rate is the beat in 
question, then instrumentality is who died, where, 
what was the murder weapon, etc, and lyricism 
would be why died. Resonance is created when 
beat, instrumentality and lyricism connect with 
each other and connect to your soul.”  

Instrumentality

Lyricism

Poet Tameel Marshall describes the flow of datasets as Beat, 
Instrumentality, and Lyricism

This new paradigm of psychosocial 
medicine to be deployed in Brookdale 
has been precipitated by three shifts 
in contemporary technology, all of 
which emphasize a spatial and urban 
systems ecology:

Shifts in Contemporary Technology 
facilitate landscape in healthcare:

clinical studies of control 
based cause and effect.

to big data ecology 
and multivariable 
analysis

machine learning and 
artificial intelligence 
computational systems

to real time intelligent 
biophysical systems 
with embodied 
feedback in points of 
vulnerability.

treatment of individuals 
in imagined isolation 

psychosocial therapy 
with a group in 
situ with collective 
imagination.
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Urban Rhythms Flex - Choric Design 2018-2015

“Ecosocial” choric design is defined 
by the concept that we are each 
other’s environment.   Each individual 
embodies the aggregate of their 
landscape, as described in the 
drawing below:

The ecosocial environment concept 
is particularly relevant in areas of 
high informality where individual 
human decisions at any given 
time may have sometimes deadly 
implications.   As shown in the Urban 
Rhythms I studio on preceding 
pages, a fluctuating psychosocial 
landscape changes time and space 
in high risk areas.  In Urban Rhythms 
II Flex Dance, students explor the 
potential of music and dance to “turn 
up” or “turn down” these fluctuating 
psychosocial landscapes.  The image 
of a huge dancer, above, embodies 
the concept of intentional music and 
dance as the potential to change 
environmental outcomes.   

As individuals create shared 
landscapes together, a layered 
social topography begins to appear, 
described in the next drawing, as we 
become a “chorus” in time. 

Flex dance, a Jamaican form of free 
style choreography that has taken 
root in East Brooklyn is deployed to 
channel the psychosocial qualities 
of these shared spaces in freestyle 
dance.  Students then react to and 
engage with each other, embodying 
landscapes in real time, and in live 
performance, affecting their landscape.

In this studio, meeting three days a 
week, three hours a day, for ten weeks, 
music is considered in terms of a set 
of psychological indicators, and given 
ratings in terms of its energy level.  The 
cityscape is also evaluated in terms 
of the potential dance-ability of the 
spaces: its pedestrian popularity, its 
resources, its physical characteristics, 
and its safety.  Pedestrian population is 
considered the number one indicator 
of dance-ability.  The maps below 
evaluate a gradiant of pedestrian 
popularity assigned with music which 
represents the psychological qualities 
of the spaces, creating a set of 
psychosocial spectrums in space.

Flex dancer representing the ecosocial  in Brownsville.

This psychosocial map of Brownsville took 
the shape of a gun, discharging youth as both 
implement and recptor of violence. 

Brooklyn was mapped as a human body with 
Brownsville as the heart.  Dance became a way 
of embodying mapped ideas and territorial 
characteristics. 

Carl Belizaire expert flex dancer was partnered in 
teaching the course.  Here he is depicted in the 
Mark Morris Dance Group studio with students. 

Alan Waxman, Carl Belizaire studio, Mark Morris Dance Group, Brownsville Community Justice Center

Marc describes his time zoning diagram for real time space design. Destiny drawing and mapping

The design of a soul food restaurant Destiny dubbed “shapes” described 
how space can be programmed to “turn up” or “turn down” based on song 
choice. 

Delroy dancing a scene Alan dancing in a street performance in Downtown Brooklyn by BAM.

Keanu moonwalks in a “battle” in flex dance. Carl dances out a particular quality of a landscape scene depicted behind him.
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Figure 1: Homicide rate and infrastructure adoption in the USA 1800-2015

Figure 2: Internet adoption and homicide rate in the Unites States 1990-2015

Mental Health and Urban Design Article 

Preventing Chronic Violence With Urban Rhythms 2017
Published  Journal of Urban Design and Mental Health , excerpts below
Alan Waxman and Carl Belizaire authors
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How can designers and public health 
practitioners capture online social 
media in real time to address urban 
socio-spatial public health issues 
like violence? Trends in American 
violence reduction correspond 
closely with adoption of the internet.  
Analysis of geo-located smartphone 
technology and particular socio-
spatial techniques that developed 
simultaneous to the drastic decrease 
in violence of the 1990s may 
guide research and deployment 
of evidence based psychosocial 
medicine and carry implications for 
addressing social dynamics on city 
streets.

Violence has a mental and spatial 
epidemiology: it is triggered by 
context and compounded social 
factors, associated with social 
networks, and maintained by lifestyle 
choices. Violence (sanctioned or 
otherwise) occurs in high rates in 
particular neighborhoods, institutional 
settings, and war zones.  Because of 
this epidemiology, violence serves 
as a valuable lens for observing 
connections between environmental 
context and mental health

Urban systems materialize social 
hierarchy spatially along with 
technological change; effects of this 
hierarchy can be read in violence 
outcomes. Figure 1 (produced by 
Waxman) shows the rising and falling 
homicide rate in the United States 
over the last two centuries, with 
correlated adoption rates of major 
infrastructural technologies.

Reading changes in homicide rates 
becomes a way to consider how 
technological change and resulting 
urban systems are embodied by 
residents over time and space, 
especially when there is a very 
close correlation between the rise 
of a particular technology and 
corresponding change in homicide 
rate. See the chart below by Waxman 
of internet adoption and homicide 
rate in America. 

As practitioners in urban design, 
violence prevention, or public health, 
it is essential not just to identify which 
contextual changes (such as the 
adoption of the internet) coincide 
with radical decreases in violence, 
but also to identify how to design 
contextual change intentionally. This 
understanding is essential if we are 
to develop therapies to reduce an 
epidemic when it arises.

Much investment has recently been 
made into smartphone applications 
that allow users to intentionally 
change the emotional atmosphere 
of the physical environment by 
tapping into an internet-associated 
social media layer in physical space.  
Although smartphone applications 
have developed only in recent 
years, long after the decline in the 
homicide epidemic of the 1990s, they 
provide a useful vocabulary for the 
discussion of intentional emotional 
atmospheric manipulation through 
connection to social data. This utility 
is strengthened by considering 
smartphone applications in the 
context of a series of techniques 
that developed alongside the peak 
of the violence in the 1970s, 1980s, 
and 1990s.  Mostly categorized as hip 
hop, these techniques of word play, 
audio synthesis, visual art, dance, and 
other elements, are known for their 
intentional emotional atmospheric 
manipulation of space.

One form of intentional emotional 
atmospheric manipulation that 
developed in East Brooklyn in the 
1990s, at exactly the same time as 
internet adoption, is “flexing”. Evolving 
from Jamaican dance hall, particularly 
the bruk up style, flexing allows artists 
to engage audiences through

a set of movements that suspend 
disbelief, creating an extra-ordinary 
narrative space. Particular techniques 
are deployed to this end: “gliding” 
transforms the floor into a space of 
flight, “waving” turns the body into 
a means of demonstrating flow of 
time and energy; “isolation” gives 
the illusion of dismembering the 
body into distinct autonomous parts; 
“connecting” (also called “tutting”) 
renders the body into a kaleidoscopic 
geometry of sharp angles; “lyricism” 
conveys ideas through symbolic 
gesture; and “animation” describes 
using these techniques to create 
a narrative drama that onlookers 
understand and can enter into as 
a reality.  In sum, flexing is a means 
to the creation and adjustment of 
an emotional environment with 
others.  We single it out because the 
authors deploy the methodology 
experimentally in the violence 
prevention and public health design 
studio “Urban Rhythms,” and because 
“flexing animation” works much 
like a smartphone application in its 
ability to allow users to embody and 
manipulate social data in real time.

The rise of internet and smartphone 
applications provide a mechanical 
means to locate the adoption 
of media on the street.  There 
is increasing convergence of 
social media and public space 
management in the deployment 
of social media imaging and data 
to locate offenders of the state, 
for example, or to streamline 
management of large corporate-
controlled pseudo-public spaces.  
Even without direct management

of spaces in the hands of a single 
state or corporate actor, applications 
like Uber, AirBnb, and Tinder have 
radically altered the way people 
use public and private spaces.  It 
remains to be seen if these changes 
may actually usher in an increase in 
violence overall. If the graph of trends 
over the past 200 years, above, is 
an indicator, it is likely there will be a 
general rise in homicide rate in the 
United States in the next decade.
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Advertising Design for Violence Prevention Studio, 2015

Funded by the Police Foundation, this 
studio was charged with the task of 
redesigning police - neighborhood 
relations in Brownsville Brooklyn, 
particularly around the question of 
“snitching,” appealing to authority 
about crime.  A group of formerly 
criminally involved young people 
formed the student base, and used 
mapping, advertising, and storytelling 
techniques to understand power 
dynamics in Brownsville, Brooklyn, the 
area of highest homicide in New York 
City. 
 
Students mapped out a spectrum by 
which people are willing to appeal to 
power, and began to map areas of 
criminal activity. They settled on the 
#NeverRan campaign which used 
the Brownsville tagline “NeverRan” 
to rebrand sharing areas affected by 
crime, not to incriminate, but rather to 
aggregate collective responsibility in 
public spaces. 

Alan Waxman, Quardean Lewis-Allen studio, Police Foundation, Brownsville Community Justice Center, BBDO 
Advertising, Wolff Olins Creative Consulting

Students considering similarities between “gangsters” and “police” in the neighborhood

Map of crime areas in Brownsville

Diagram of where and when it is appropriate to appeal to authority in Brownsville 
for a variety of crimes in Brownsville. 

One student’s story of how his best friend was murdered in front of his home. 
Plan for a dynamic web interface that merges posts from isntagram, twitter, and facebook related to spatial 
issues in Brownsville to create a culture of accountability. 

Students and Waxman in Wolff Olins working out their storytelling strategy for photographs they took of high risk areas where they know there has been violence. 

photo by Quardean Lewis-Allen
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Calvario Cultivo Social, Caracas, 2015

Prepared for the Development 
Bank of Latin America, the CAF, 
architecture and urban design 
competition, Calvario Cultivo Social 
considers public space in terms of 
its value to legitimize small clusters 
of informal housing in the El Calvario 
neighborhood in Caracas. 

Public spaces are considered in terms 
of their potential value in affecting 
public health in terms of bringing in 
revenue, organizing social capital, and 
actually addressing mold issues in the 
neighborhood. 

The informal settlement, which is 
located in the heart of a middle 
class and upper middle class area of 
Caracas, has the potential to serve as 
an example for retrofitting clustered 
housing in South America.  

The Micucci studio with Urban 
Elements mapped the neighborhood 
in the summer of 2015.  Waxman 
became involved in planning design 
drawings, as well as planning the 
ecosocial process by which to 
address the health issues of the 
neighborhood through the actual 
build out of the urban design.  
 
Public spaces focusing on potential 
gardens, creeks, and transportation 
networks are shown in the drawing 
below. At bottom right is the 
“condominio,” the local cluster of 
houses that represent the physical 
social hierarchy for management 
of space.  At top right is the social 
strategy for implementation and 
adaptive management of the project 
from the inside. 

Universidad Simon Bolivar Franco Micucci, Mabe Garcia, Alan Waxman
CAF competition entry, with others

photo by Mabe Garcia
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Made in Brownsville 2015 

1 
 

BROWNSVILLE HEALTH 
IMPACT ASSESSMENT: 
Evaluating social entrepreneurship 
programs by recognizing and promoting 
local context 

 

 

Rose Jackson, Ernestine Hodges, Sang Cho, Maxine Dotson, and Andrea McCullough pictured above at HIA workshop 

 

Below: Resident experts Rose Jackson, Ernestine Hodges, Maxine Dotson, and Andrea 
McCullough contribute

Above: asset maps

Despite demographic  
changes, the community 
shows continuing social 
trends.  Through mapping 
and interviews, the team 
parcels out structures of 
lasting landscape legacies and 
programmatic potential.

Brownsville, Brooklyn Health Impact Assessment
Pew Charitable Trusts, Community Solutions, 2015
Evaluating social entrepreneurship 
programs by recognizing and 
promoting local context.

By looking at Brownsville’s history of 
drastic demographic change and 
continuing pressures of violence and 
chronic disease, Cho and Waxman 
use mapping through expert 
engagement to evaluate the affects 
of three proposed neighborhood 
social entrepreneurship programs: an 
innovation lab, an entrepreneurship 
lab, and a culinary academy.  

Sang Cho, Alan Waxman, Community Solutions, Made in Brownsville, Brooklyn

As part of the study, Waxman 
publishes a correlation between 
violence and unemployment in two 
clear long cycles over the course 
of the last hundred years in which 
violence rises in Brownsville (and 
across the US).  Already in 2014 we 
are seeing a new rise in violence that 
may show the beginning of the next 
cycle. 

photo by Quardean Lewis Allen

These rhythms are both temporal 
and spatial.  The maps below by 
Cho show how unemployment, and 
other similar indicators of fragility are 
clustered spatially.
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Soho

Lower East Side

Bedford Stuyvesant

Brownsville

Williamsburg

2010 
contours of 

socio-economic topography

Socioeconomic topography in Brooklyn
showing areas of greatest need in blue.
Lifted focus area is the Brownsville area,
the area of greatest need in NYC.

2010 
not working x

female household head x
0.5x less than highschool ed

0.5x income x
0.5x poverty x

reticence gradient

1940 - 2010 
less socioeconomic change between 

1940-50, 50-60, 60-70, 70-80, 80-90, 90-
00, 00-10 census’ combined

less change-

more change-

socioeconomic lack of change 1940 - 2010

more marginalized-

more central-

6,7 6,7

2

Ocean Hill 
Brownsville

Area sometimes 
historically 

referred to as 
“Brownsville”

(The work is available in full 
publically on issuu: http://issuu.com/
alanwaxman/docs/neighborhood_
doctor)

Below is a rendering of the 2010 
census datascape comparing health 
equity - a topography of power and 
marginality. 

Where medical professionals are 
interested in our illness, diabetes, 
heart disease, wounds; we are 
interested in our health.   

Neighborhood Doctor thesis

The work demonstrates adapting the 
mapping, design, and education skills 
of landscape architects to create 
processes for prevention of violence 
and chronic disease.

Neighborhood Doctor proposes 
integrating health data with real 
time design education process to 
create an evidence based ecological 
adaptive management approach 
to violence and chronic disease 
prevention.   This methodology 
became the basis of the curriculum 

The neighborhood doctor operates 
on the great, changing, ecological 
urban body holistically, at times 
advocating flexible social projects, 
at times implementing collaborative 
surgical design interventions, see 
diagram at right.

The neighborhood doctor works with 
cycles of engagement over space 
and time.   A cycle of community 
engagement is broken down into the 
following parts: outlooking, design, 
planning, action, celebration, and 
resourcing, below right.  

Alan Waxman MLA thesis, Harvard GSD

socioeconomic lack of change 1940 - 2010

$$

University education
Hospital or clinic practice

Paid by health insurance
Medicare, Medicaid

Paid by health insurance
Medicare, Medicaid as % 
of total neighborhood 
savings through 
prevention programs

Street education
Street practice

Success marked by 
keeping patients healthy

Success marked by 
number of treated sick 
patients

Operates on human bodies Operates on landscapes
(neighborhood bodies)

91

TRANSFORMING THE NARRATIVE
FROM WITHIN

RESOURCING

OUTLOOKING

STUDIO WORKSHOPPLANNING

COLLECTIVE ACTION

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

drawing
photography
collage
creative writing
interview
safety mappings
agency maps
ecological studies

design of collective project
modelling
critique

community organizing
event planning
stakeholder discussion
specific feasible timelines
achievable projects 

sharing food, 
voice, diaogue, poetry
active listening
storytelling
performance
imrpovisation

data compilation
data analysis
thinking about future challenges
assessing results

installation
planting/ care
building construction
community garden
food preparation
performance 
improvisation
farmer’s market
walks
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Summer 2015: 
Development

Brownsville des
construction team

Br
co
to
bu
co
th
sc

The doctor and the client are 
always in a dance together in 
this way, engaged in a rhythm of 
transformation.  This  rhythm unfolds 
at a particular frequency that may 
correlate and harmonize with various 
other urban rhythms.  

A holistic and poetic idea, until it is 
assessed with hard data.   Emerging 
methods of high resolution data 
recording, in hospital health records 
and other sources of “big data,” 
will reveal increasing correlations 
between the designs of the 
neighborhood doctor and the 
rhythms of the human and physical 
landscapes they stand to influence.  
The agencies collecting this data will 
be at liberty to fund projects.

The clients for the neighborhood 
doctor are the people of the 
neighborhood.  Confidentiality and 
trust are paramount.

Working together, they imagine and 
enact incremental change across 
scales of time and space in the 
neighborhood.

As the neighborhood doctor draws 
up potential futures and potential 
pasts, she or he imagines interactions 
on the stage of neighborhood 
spaces.  

Seeing these drawings, the actors 
change their actions, sometimes 
embracing an idea, sometimes 
inspired to do something entirely 
diff erent.  These physical actions, 
in turn, change the next iteration of 
visualizations by the neighborhood 
doctor. 

Together, working at the scale of the 
city as well as the scale of the street, 
we can make “material change to 
the economic, social, and physical 
environment.”  

This is landscape architecture 
for public health.  This is the 
neighborhood doctor.

48

Individual
entrepreneurs who operate
in the building space spill
their shop onto the street.

Individuals of all ages
attend the festival market.

Fire Department New York
creates a stand at the
festival, improving their
image in the community.
They also help to 
fund children’s programs
at the festival.

Individuals
selling things such as
these balloons can themselves
become a kind of temporary
installation.

Individual

Fall 2015: 
Celebration

A festival all along Pitkin 
Avenue celebrates the new space 
produced through collaborative 
planning, design, and construction.  
The courtyard is a moment of cool 
and peace on a warm and vibrant 
fall afternoon.

The process of change in each site works 
synergistically with the next to create a 
network of dynamic nodes.  In each, the 
neighborhood doctor is working with 
various groups to choreograph agencies 
of change.  Perspective visualizations, 
21st century landscape paintings, act to 
motivate change by visualizing groups 
working together. 

No single activist and no single project 
can change the socioeconomic and 
psychosocial topography of the city.  
However, working with large and small 
cycles of change synergistically in many 
places over a broad time frame may 
begin to shift the overall urban ecology 
of power and knowledge from the inside.

Summer 2015:
Build out

Fall 2014: 

Activation

With the support of the 
elementary school, the fire 
station, and local businesses, 
gardens are built in the lot, 
bringing young children into the 
zone of Pitkin Avenue.  The brick 
wall still separates the garden 
space from the shopping space 
on the street.
space from the shopping space 
on the street.

The neighborhood 
doctors design, plan, 
and help construct 
the street treatment, 
involving as many 
diverse neighbor-
hood groups as 
possible in the 
process.

spend time in the garden
space as well as by the new
vendors. 

Families
enjoy how the garden
is embraced by the wider
sidewalk space, while still
having its own space.

Individual
Entrepreneurs open up
formal and informal shops
in the back part of the plaza.

Church of God enjoy
the new street space.

New York City
Housing Authority
and Community Center
agrees to allow entrepreneur-
ial activities and construction

entrepreneurs expand
their business Eastward
toward the more empty 
section of Pitkin Avenue. 

Individuals
working in the area
pass through the plaza

Fire Department New York
collaborates on the creation
and maintenance new
wider pedestrian space.

Public School 298
emphasizes the garden
but also participates in
design and build of the 
street treatment.

1 week cycle

3 day cycle

1 day cycle

and various spatial and social phenomenon.

1 week cycle1 week cycleye

3 day cycley yy

1 day cycle

ni ersituniversity collaboration, office space, i it ll b ti ffiuniversity collaboration, office space, cc
and health data, garden safety spaced h l h d d fand health data garden safety spaceaSpring 2015: 

Street 
Treatment

With the Brownsville Chamber 
of Commerce and the City of 
New York, a street treatment 
is planned through a series of 
neighborhood charrettes held 
close to the site.  The pedestrian 
space of the sidewalk is 
widened and the aesthetic of 
pedestrian use is improved by a 
articulated stone sidewalk.

Entrepreneurs open up
formal and informal shops
in the back part of the plaza.

New York City
Housing Ag uthorityy
and Commuand Community Centnity Centerer
agrees to allow entrepreneur

: 

e design and 
teams come 

The neighborhood 
doctors find funding 
and labor to 
construct the new 
courtyard garden 
and community and 
market buildings. 

Individual
from the housing project
take on the leadership role
of building the fountain.

Individuals 
whose children are attending
the school share skills in
plumbing, metal working, and
construction to build the fountain.

Groups and individuals
such as church groups
help to plant street trees.

New York City
Housing Authority
and Community Center
allows the construction
of community buildings

entrepreneurs continue
to operate their business,
which has now improved
in sales because of the
construction of the shopping
and community spaces
and the enclosed garden
courtyard.

Local landscaping and 
nursery companies
donate trees in collab-
oration with the city 
of New York and the New
York Horticultural 
Society.

Families come together
to show the need for shared
daycare spaces and expansion
of the Housing community center.

New York Department of Sanitation
donates expertise to make sure
the fountain is safe for use.

Local business entrepreneurs
who have been using the space
come together to decide that
a shared built space could
accomodate their needs.

Families and teachers
involved in the school build
the courtyard garden and
transplant trees started in
the raised beds.

2015

ongoing neighborhood yearly traditions

Made in Brownsville and Brownsville Community Justice Center Youth Design Programs

begon partnership with school 

churches and community groups partner

Data acquisition:
Census socio-economic data
landsat and aerial photography,
facebook, twitter, and instagram,
google maps

Data Deposited:
Designer’s personal database and
selected community depository
such as Made in Brownsville

Data acquisition:
The new building is constructed
according to various volunteer times
and paid times that resonate with increasd
sales from infromal vendors.

Data acquisition:
Collaboration with clinic group
Brownsville Multi-Family Services allows
for week by week correlation of health data 
such as visits, blood pressure, blood sugar,
and various spatial and social phenomenon.

eighborhood yearly traditionseighborhood yearly traditions

mmunity Justice Center Youth Design Programsmmunity Justice Center Youth Design Programsy g gh
y groupsy groups partnerpartner

Families and teachers
2015

ongoinongoinn

nd Brownsville nd BrownsvilleMade in Brownsville aMade in Brownsville aann n w ed ll d ll

begon partnership with schoolp o n   cp

churches achurches and commnd commchchc dd

Brownsville design and 
construction teams come 
together to design and 
build shop buildings and a 
courtyard garden connecting 
the housing building and the 
school playground nearby.

New York City
HousiHousing Aung Au hthorithorityty

d Cand Cand Communit City Cy tenter
llallow ths the const ttructiion

of coof communimmunity buty buildinildingsgs

The neighborhood 
doctors organize a 
series of meetings 
between artists, city 
workers, and 
businesses to set up 
a small Pitkin Av. 
street festival.

Families
enjoy how the quiet and sense
of safety offered by the garden
space during the busy and
loud festival.  Even on ordinary
days, the hubub of Piktin Avenue
makes the garden space a 
welcome retreat

Individuals
operating business during
the festival take over
the street.

Public School 298
has an open house during
the festival, sharing children’s 
projects in their playground yard.

Families enjoy the broad side-
walk, especially when it
becomes an informal cafe.

Individuals
street artists enjoy the 
high flow of people
on the street.

20172016201520142013 2018

1 year cycle

1 week cycle

1 month cycle
1 quarter cycle

1 semester cycle

9 month cycle

3 day cycle

1 day cycle

ongoing neighborhood yearly traditions

Made in Brownsville and Brownsville Community Justice Center Youth Design Programs

sharing the street treatment

paying operators of shops and offices

table businesses new product

begon partnership with school 

occupation of site, long term permission for experimentation

buildng construction

churches and community groups partner

x
ld

summm
gang op

Data acquisition:
Census socio-economic data
landsat and aerial photography,
facebook, twitter, and instagram

Data Deposited:
Designer’s personal database and
selected community depository
such as Made in Brownsville

Data acquisition:
Informal businesses established
on the scene measure their sales
in terms of time, safety, and presence

Data acquisition:
Collaboration with clinic group
Brownsville Multi-Family Services allows
for week by week correlation of health data 

Public School 298
201520142013
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Perspective visualizations in each chapter:

Each scene has a stage in the center of the page. 
Actors are identified on the stage with their aff iliations 
and goals described.  A score, in upper right hand 
corner of the page shows how programs are 
unfolding over a long term timescale. Recording 
is shown by the red dots and in the red box in the 
lower right hand corner.  The cycle diagram on the 
lower right shows the progress of change within the 
program’s process.
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HEALTH TEST
CORRELATION
(measured over time)

INDICES

ECOLOGIES

ENGAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

income pedestrian shops crime volunteer 
species

industrial 
ecology

consumption of 
resources, en -
ergy, waste

transportation 
ecology, 
institutional 
hierarchy, 
danger/ safety
comfort, 
workplace 
access

consumption 
ecology

danger/ safety,
comfort, 
marginalization 
in resource and 
production 
ecology, social 
networks

care, 
marginality, 
comfort, 
invisibility of 
space

NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

working with community groups in an environment of trust to create transformation from the 
inside: this includes non-profit, for-profit, informal, and formal organizations.

Changing behavior through collective imagination

1. policy or environmental change
2. participation rate
3. participant satisfaction
4. observation
5. behavior change
6. health risk appraisals
7. biometric measures (EHR Data)
8. return on investment (payer/provider savings)

- Measurable: is data available to measure
- Achievable: is the goal set possible
- Relevant: Do these planned strategies align with
 long goals.
- Timeline feasible

RESOURCING
THROUGH THE HOSPITAL SYSTEM

APPRECIATIVE OUTLOOKING

Individual enters back into their community with prescription
-mandate for growth and change

Community leaders/social designers build team of patients
and constituents for 
drawing, storytelling,
voice, creative writing
active listening
to assess the health of the population

COMPILED digital data stream of
projective environmental data generated
by the community and interpreted.
MERGED with hospital EHR data.

DREAMING, SCORING, DRAWING

Design of the collective project.

Individuals come together in a neutral space
to imagine and visualize designs, 
sharing images of the
psycho-social landscape.

CARING, PLANNING

Participants go into the neighborhood with designs
by the group to see how implementation would work
They sound the designs out, considering what to map,
making plans, setting goals of relevance,
translating designs into relevant projects and timelines.

COLLECTIVE ACTION

Action motivated by groups best qualities
and skills, and resources. This is the 
collective project that materializes
plans for health.

performance, improvisation
implementation
plan in motion
physical activity
group walks
drawing 
aerobics/ dance/ yoga
open space enjoyment/ walks
healthy eating/ cooking
water quality
community garden
farmer’s market
lactation support projects
mapping process and change

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

during and especially after action,
motivated by groups best 
qualities and skills with resources
performance, improvisation

meaningful sharing of fruits of labor,
acts to solidify the collective values of
movements for health.
sharing maps of changes

sharing food 
voice, dialogue, poetry
active listening
storytelling

prescription for 
process based 
treatment building teams

imagining maps/values

mapping resouces, planning action

changing behavior

private space, hospitals

private to public 
engagement

public action
and public
celebration

HEALTH MAINTENANCE CYCLICAL SECTION

DESIGN TRUST:  DATA RICH vs DATA SILENT

Analytics Engine space a group of designers
funded by the ACO that layers and considers
social and environmental data streams
and also actively designs social programs
and interventions in the urban ecology.
This space is data rich, meaning the access to
health data necessitates complete recording
of data by participants by law.  This data is all
private, individually, although controlled in
aggregate by the hospital.

Within the Analytics Engine is a data silent space.
This is key to designing trust.

This space is where participating agencies are
can resolve issues through design, without
their discussion being recorded in any way.

The power of the analytics engine is collection
of data - which requires trust, but equally so, 
it is the power to mediate data silences,
with create trust.

ANALYTICS ENGINE

DATA RICH COLLECTION PLATFORMS

precedents

Noguchi, 1 Chase

Garden of the Soul,
Tokai-an

Turrell, Open Sky

Data feeds

DATA SILENT GARDEN

volunteer species, 
street observation

pedestrian observation, 

building facade

constituency

yard species, 
maintenance

interior,
produce age, 
evaluation
stock

volunteer species, 
street observation

pedestrian observation, 
times

building entrance
stops and frisks

broken windows
neglected repair

crime, violence, timing

interior,
gatherings
timing broken windows, 

street observation

pedestrian observation, 

street activities
use of lots, times

constituency

yard species, 
maintenance

women and
children
presence, timevolunteer species, 

street observation

building facade

constituency,
employment

interior,
produce age, 
evaluation
stock

gardens, garden
maintenance schedule

informal markets

NEIGHBORHOOD
HEALTH

DATA
SILENCE

DESIGN TRUST: DATA RICH vs DATA SILENT
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comfort, 
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NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

working with community groups in an environment of trust to create transformation from the 
inside: this includes non-profit, for-profit, informal, and formal organizations.

Changing behavior through collective imagination

1. policy or environmental change
2. participation rate
3. participant satisfaction
4. observation
5. behavior change
6. health risk appraisals
7. biometric measures (EHR Data)
8. return on investment (payer/provider savings)

- Measurable: is data available to measure
- Achievable: is the goal set possible
- Relevant: Do these planned strategies align with
 long goals.
- Timeline feasible
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Individual enters back into their community with prescription
-mandate for growth and change

Community leaders/social designers build team of patients
and constituents for 
drawing, storytelling,
voice, creative writing
active listening
to assess the health of the population

COMPILED digital data stream of
projective environmental data generated
by the community and interpreted.
MERGED with hospital EHR data.

DREAMING, SCORING, DRAWING

Design of the collective project.

Individuals come together in a neutral space
to imagine and visualize designs, 
sharing images of the
psycho-social landscape.

CARING, PLANNING

Participants go into the neighborhood with designs
by the group to see how implementation would work
They sound the designs out, considering what to map,
making plans, setting goals of relevance,
translating designs into relevant projects and timelines.

COLLECTIVE ACTION

Action motivated by groups best qualities
and skills, and resources. This is the 
collective project that materializes
plans for health.

performance, improvisation
implementation
plan in motion
physical activity
group walks
drawing 
aerobics/ dance/ yoga
open space enjoyment/ walks
healthy eating/ cooking
water quality
community garden
farmer’s market
lactation support projects
mapping process and change

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

during and especially after action,
motivated by groups best 
qualities and skills with resources
performance, improvisation

meaningful sharing of fruits of labor,
acts to solidify the collective values of
movements for health.
sharing maps of changes

sharing food 
voice, dialogue, poetry
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storytelling
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process based 
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DESIGN TRUST:  DATA RICH vs DATA SILENT

Analytics Engine space a group of designers
funded by the ACO that layers and considers
social and environmental data streams
and also actively designs social programs
and interventions in the urban ecology.
This space is data rich, meaning the access to
health data necessitates complete recording
of data by participants by law.  This data is all
private, individually, although controlled in
aggregate by the hospital.

Within the Analytics Engine is a data silent space.
This is key to designing trust.

This space is where participating agencies are
can resolve issues through design, without
their discussion being recorded in any way.

The power of the analytics engine is collection
of data - which requires trust, but equally so, 
it is the power to mediate data silences,
with create trust.
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DESIGN TRUST: DATA RICH vs DATA SILENT

Health maintenance cyclical section

Real Time Health Mapping (RTHM)Research and lectures, Harvard
Placing this practice, Waxman then 
began to start a new nonprofit in 
Brownsville, Brooklyn, New York’s 
number one hostpot for chronic 
disease and violence.  The question 
was, in Brownsville, would it be 
possible to use design education 
to reveal unique and relevant 
psychosocial data sets that could be 
meaninfully integrated with health 
data for prevention?  The practice is 
underway. 

Real Time Health Mapping was 
began as a transdisciplinary research 
effort in Cambridge MA in 2012.  
Discussions with a wide variety of 
practitioners in urban design, data 
science, and public health, led 
the founders to consider a natural 
integration of the fields.

First efforts revolved around a startup 
operating in Philadelphia that used 
machine learning to integrate health 
data and find patterns.   By looking at 
geospatial correlation, it was possible 
to assess related preventative 
programs that may be underutilized 
and underfunded in the community.  
This research and experimentation 
became a collaboration at the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield startup incubator in 
Cambridge.

From here, Waxman, Cho, and Bojic, 
began to consider more directly how 
mapping could empower individuals 
with aggregate confidential data.   

Cho and Waxman began a series 
of lectures at Harvard about race, 
marginalization, and the urban 
landscape.  These 10 lectures 
unfolded over the course of Spring 
2013. 

By Summer 2014, Waxman had be-
gun to implement these approaches 
in the Harvard summer design 
studios by emphasizing teaching 
education to high risk young people 
from marginalized neighborhoods.

Alan Waxman with Sang Cho for Niall Kirkwood and others, Harvard GSD

Indices and levers of change for data acquisition localities and methodologies

HEALTH TEST
CORRELATION
(measured over time)

INDICES

ECOLOGIES

ENGAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES

income pedestrian shops crime volunteer 
species

industrial 
ecology

consumption of 
resources, en -
ergy, waste

transportation 
ecology, 
institutional 
hierarchy, 
danger/ safety
comfort, 
workplace 
access

consumption 
ecology

danger/ safety,
comfort, 
marginalization 
in resource and 
production 
ecology, social 
networks

care, 
marginality, 
comfort, 
invisibility of 
space

NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS

working with community groups in an environment of trust to create transformation from the 
inside: this includes non-profit, for-profit, informal, and formal organizations.

Changing behavior through collective imagination

1. policy or environmental change
2. participation rate
3. participant satisfaction
4. observation
5. behavior change
6. health risk appraisals
7. biometric measures (EHR Data)
8. return on investment (payer/provider savings)

- Measurable: is data available to measure
- Achievable: is the goal set possible
- Relevant: Do these planned strategies align with
 long goals.
- Timeline feasible

RESOURCING
THROUGH THE HOSPITAL SYSTEM

APPRECIATIVE OUTLOOKING

Individual enters back into their community with prescription
-mandate for growth and change

Community leaders/social designers build team of patients
and constituents for 
drawing, storytelling,
voice, creative writing
active listening
to assess the health of the population

COMPILED digital data stream of
projective environmental data generated
by the community and interpreted.
MERGED with hospital EHR data.

DREAMING, SCORING, DRAWING

Design of the collective project.

Individuals come together in a neutral space
to imagine and visualize designs, 
sharing images of the
psycho-social landscape.

CARING, PLANNING

Participants go into the neighborhood with designs
by the group to see how implementation would work
They sound the designs out, considering what to map,
making plans, setting goals of relevance,
translating designs into relevant projects and timelines.

COLLECTIVE ACTION

Action motivated by groups best qualities
and skills, and resources. This is the 
collective project that materializes
plans for health.

performance, improvisation
implementation
plan in motion
physical activity
group walks
drawing 
aerobics/ dance/ yoga
open space enjoyment/ walks
healthy eating/ cooking
water quality
community garden
farmer’s market
lactation support projects
mapping process and change

COLLECTIVE CELEBRATION

during and especially after action,
motivated by groups best 
qualities and skills with resources
performance, improvisation

meaningful sharing of fruits of labor,
acts to solidify the collective values of
movements for health.
sharing maps of changes

sharing food 
voice, dialogue, poetry
active listening
storytelling

prescription for 
process based 
treatment building teams

imagining maps/values

mapping resouces, planning action

changing behavior

private space, hospitals

private to public 
engagement

public action
and public
celebration

HEALTH MAINTENANCE CYCLICAL SECTION

DESIGN TRUST:  DATA RICH vs DATA SILENT

Analytics Engine space a group of designers
funded by the ACO that layers and considers
social and environmental data streams
and also actively designs social programs
and interventions in the urban ecology.
This space is data rich, meaning the access to
health data necessitates complete recording
of data by participants by law.  This data is all
private, individually, although controlled in
aggregate by the hospital.

Within the Analytics Engine is a data silent space.
This is key to designing trust.

This space is where participating agencies are
can resolve issues through design, without
their discussion being recorded in any way.

The power of the analytics engine is collection
of data - which requires trust, but equally so, 
it is the power to mediate data silences,
with create trust.

ANALYTICS ENGINE

DATA RICH COLLECTION PLATFORMS

precedents

Noguchi, 1 Chase

Garden of the Soul,
Tokai-an

Turrell, Open Sky

Data feeds

DATA SILENT GARDEN

volunteer species, 
street observation

pedestrian observation, 

building facade

constituency

yard species, 
maintenance

interior,
produce age, 
evaluation
stock

volunteer species, 
street observation

pedestrian observation, 
times

building entrance
stops and frisks

broken windows
neglected repair

crime, violence, timing

interior,
gatherings
timing broken windows, 

street observation

pedestrian observation, 

street activities
use of lots, times

constituency

yard species, 
maintenance

women and
children
presence, timevolunteer species, 

street observation

building facade

constituency,
employment

interior,
produce age, 
evaluation
stock

gardens, garden
maintenance schedule

informal markets

NEIGHBORHOOD
HEALTH

DATA
SILENCE

DESIGN TRUST: DATA RICH vs DATA SILENT

Health Ecology Maintenance
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2. CHOROGRAPHY: SINKING GARDENS AND CHINESE URBAN DESIGN    
landscape testament to state 
naturalization of corporate infrastructure

Sinking Gardens: Memorial For Displaced Families, Hangzhou  -  38

Xian Pastoral Shopping Center Park  -  42

Chengdu Large Park  -  46

Xiongan New Capital  -  52 

C H O R O G R A P H Y  C H I N A
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Section Perspective

Family fathers Hong, Xian, and Zhou 
gather to dedicate the boats that 
represent their families removed from 
territory to make the park. 

Plan drawing for China Academy of Art competition 

Sinking Gardens: Memorial for 
Displaced Families, Hangzhou

The Sinking Gardens - a collaborative 
landscape intervention by Alan 
Waxman and Nikola Bojic - was 
built in Hangzhou’s XiXi National 
Wetland Park. The national park is 
a massive green driver of urban 
development, displacing thousands 
for scenery and luxury apartments, it 
is gentrification on a grand scale. The 
Sinking Gardens weaves together 
narratives of community solidarity 
with the aims of the China Academy 
of Art, providing a new social ground 
for displaced families as named 
participants. Boats emerge from 
topographies loaded with erased 
family memories, carrying earth and 
grass to form new land to be walked 
and explored. 

China Academy of Art competition, winner,
City of Hangzhou, XiXi National Park, 2012

Each boat honors one family that 
lived for generations in XiXi;  family 
fathers Hong, Jiang, and Shen 
dedicate the memorial atop their 
“sinking gardens.”

The project was selected for the 
4th West Lake iinternational art 
exhibition, funded by China Academy 
of Art and the city of Hangzhou, and 
permanently installed.

The Sinking Gardens is featured on 
the cover of Susan Herrington’s 2017 
book, Landscape Theory In Design 
which surveys worldwide landscape 
architecture practice and theory.  
Herrington is chair of the University 
of British Columbia landscape 
architecture department. 

Chorography in the Pusey Map Collection revealed families 
in towns displaced.

Section Perspective with cut-away to reveal 
ruined townscape
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Sinking Gardens
Hangzhou, China
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Xian Pastoral Shopping Center
Michael Sorkin Studio

Due to a mandate to end corruption, 
Chinese officials decided to salvage 
this destroyed public space, pictured 
at left, and turn it into a public park, 
below . However, in the desire for 
full capitalization inherent in public 
private partnership, the park needed 
to also generate revenue as a 
shopping center.  Both are married 
here - embedded stores literally 
support green space above them. 

China Academy of Art competition, winner,
City of Hangzhou, XiXi National Park, 2012

Project site historic 
town existent until 
2016
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Xian Pastoral Shopping Center
Michael Sorkin Studio

Pizza Hut and Starbucks are 
celebrated names in Xi’an as 
officials want to create a destination 
recreational space - Fun for the 
Whole Family!

design and rendering  with Waxman

rendering xian shopping center

starbucks etc.
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Chengdu Large Park
Michael Sorkin Studio

Xi’an University and Sorkin studio 
are working together on this large 
suburban development, in which the 
crown jewel is a large park adjacent 
to the train station. 

The park features existing villages, 
retrofitted as tourist destinations 
with restored agricultural gardens in 
a Country Park, as well as orchards, 
a lake, sports fields, and a large 
modernist art museum rising from 
the lake. 

designed by Waxman with Michael Sorkin
Studio and Xian University

Train Station Plaza

0 100m
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Salvaged Country Park
Michael Sorkin Studio

The Country Park brings the peace 
and quiet of the old life together with 
highly valued luxury condominiums.  
Office workers, children, international 
tourists and farm workers stroll by. 

design and rendering Waxman
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Great Lawn and Alley Aerial
Michael Sorkin Studio

The view across teh great lawn shows 
large plane trees in a dramatic alley 
leading from the station at slight 
curve to the lake dock and overlook.  
Gentle slopes capture southern light 
as children frolic under cherries.Design and rendering Waxman
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Xiongan New Capital
Michael Sorkin Studio

Chinese officials selected Sorkin 
Studio as one of ten teams to 
compete for the prize to design the 
capital that will last a thousand years.

Landscape design and rendering Waxman

xiongan plan
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Xiongan Hutong Style
Neighborhood

The architects emphasized a variety 
of urban form, particularly densely 
settled hutong like neighborhoods 
with garden courtyards.  At interstices 
with larger buildings, neighborhood 
parks abound.  
 
The parks feature lotus ponds, alleys 
of cherries, willows, and swaths of 
grassy fields, all criss crossed by 
pedestrian paths.

Michael Sorkin Studio, Xian University
 rendering with Waxman

Xiongan section and renderings
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Xiongan Lotus Ponds amid 
New Green Construction

The client called for a resilient 
ecological structure, here 
emphasizing the unique landscape of 
lake Baiyang.

Michael Sorkin Studio, Rendering  with Waxman
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3. NEW YORK CITY PARKS    
landscape choreography in the urban setting

NYC Parks / Quennell Rothschild and Partners landscape paintings  -  66

Public Housing Transgenerational Food Gardens, Brownsville Brooklyn  -  102

C H O R E O G R A P H Y  N YC 

Parks such as this one will line the new Staten 
Island Shoreline Restoration which won major 
support from Governor Cuomo in 2017.

3. CHOREOGRAPHY:  NEW YORK CITY PARKS    
Landscape design through rendering for Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Little Claremont Park  -  58

Fountain of the Fairs Park  -  60

Rheingold Triangle  -  62

Brook Park  -  66

Pershing Square Grand CentraL  -  68

Staten Island Restoration  -  70

Audubon Playground  -  80

Forsyth Plaza  -  82

Longfellow Garden  -  84

Lyons Square  -  86

Sand Piper Park  -  98

Martin Luther King Jr. Playground  -  92

Brooklyn Academy of Music Park  -  94

Henry Hudson Park  -  96

Demutiis Park -  98

Astoria Health Playground  -  99

City Line Park  -  100

City Line Public Housing Transgenerational Food Gardens, Brooklyn  -  102
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Little Claremont Park, NYC Parks 
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Little Claremont in the notorious 
Claremont Village is being 
refurbished as a community garden 
and playground as part of the 
Community Parks Initiative.

Little Claremont Park, Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Fountain of the Fairs, NYC Parks 
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Within the Queens Worlds Fair SIte, 
the Fountain of the Fairs re-imagines 
the water feature as a misty play area.

Fountain of the Fairs, Worlds Fair Park, Queens, 
designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Rheingold Triangle, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

“Check”.... “but not Check-mate”... 
Bushwick is home to wealthy 
fashionistas, struggling artists, and 
many of the poorest New Yorkers.  
Everyone mingles, as they will in 
this new park, positioned between 
thousands of units of public housing 
and thousands of new market rate 
units

Rheingold Triangle, Brooklyn, 
designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Brook Park in one of NYC’s most 
troubled neighborhoods, the 
South Bronx, is a reconstructed 
artificial wetland built to remediate 
stormwater runoff in a year round 
pond.  The site, which is an existing 
community garden, is a powerful 
locus for community gathering and 
revitalization.   The people pictured 
are recognizeable characters in the 
community.

Brook Park, Bronx, 
designed by QRP, rendered Waxman

Brook Park, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners
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Pershing Square, Grand Central, 
NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners 

A great space is created by admitting 
the beauty of its natural environment 
- here Midtown Manhattan.  Some 
of the most iconic skyscrapers in the 
world form the garden walls of this 
small plaza beside Grand Central 
Station. 

Pershing Square, Manhattan, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Staten Island Restoration NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Hurricane Sandy destroyed large 
areas of the Staten Island seashore.  
QRP is working with all players to 
re-imagine this space in a series 
of parks, boardwalks, and restored 
wetland areas.Midland Beach, Staten Island, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman

QRP’s entry to the Architects Newspaper featured 
these renders by Waxman, GIS and constituent 
analysis by Waxman, and text by other members 
of the firm.
These renderings were also featured in QRP’s slide 
deck at the ASLA convention in NYC.
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Pictured is the planted and restored Atlantic White 
Cedar swamp, part of a long restoration process 
that is just beginning.  It requires cooperation 
from local people, another reason why emotive 
renderings are absolutely key to choreographing 
landscape change.
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Midland fields along the restored 15 ft 
high boardwalk features dramatic stadium 
seating cascading down to the bike 
path and sportsfields.  Perfect to enjoy a 
Sunday match on Staten Island.
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Army Corps of Engineers Boardwalk Sections, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

With large swaths of NYC shoreline and housing destroyed., 
the Army Corps was tasked with the construction of a storm 
barrier.  It is the task of landscape architects to transform this 
into a humanist space.

Pictured here is the Army Corps sea wall as it is blanketed in 
parks and beach for recreational use.

Staten Island Shoreline Restoration, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Audubon Playground NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

This Harlem park became a dramatic 
scene for children, birds and an 
old london plane tree. New play 
structures and gardens frame original 
trees.

Audubon Playgound, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Forsyth Plaza, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

For years, the awkward corner hidden 
beside the landing of the Manhattan 
Bridge had been home to drifters, 
artists, and a thriving Chinese 
informal market.  After the infromal 
settlement was cleared by the city 
and the area fenced off for years, QRP 
designed the plaza pictured below. 

Forsyth Plaza, Manhattan, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman

HIstoric informal settlement
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Longfellow Garden, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Longfellow Garden in the Bronx 
beside highway 895 and the Bronx 
River has been long neglected but 
was redesigned by QRP as part of the 
Community Parks Initiative. Longfellow Garden, Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Lyons Square, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Lyons Square Playground, redesigned 
by QRP as part of the Community 
Parks Initiative, pictured below 
in Spring, brings new play areas, 
basketball courts, and almost 
entirely new plantings to a crowded 
underserved neighborhood in NYC.

Lyons Square Playgroud, Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman

Lyons Square pictured in Fall
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Sand Piper, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

In the wake of Hurricane Sandy, this 
unique park features whales, large 
stones, and a forest of green water 
spray structures.

Sand Piper Park, Rockaway Queens, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Sand Piper, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

In this bIrds-eye perspective view, 
looking directly at the whales and 
children playing below, shadows 
demonstrate beach habitat of pitch 
pine and beach plum.

Longfellow Garden Bronx, designed by QRP, rendered Waxman
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Martin Luther King Jr. Playground, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners 

As MLK Playground broke ground, 
Parks Commissioner Silver found 
the moment an opportunity to share 
how the Community Parks Initiative 
is bringing great parks design to long 
underserved but well loved parks.

Martin Luther King Jr Playgroud, Manhattan, designed by QRP, 
rendered Waxman
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Brooklyn Academy of Music Park, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners 

The jewel in the center of downtown 
Brooklyn’s new Cultural District 
with soaring skyscrapers and long 
treasured cultural institutions, this 
small park is rendered below and in 
bird’s eye to left.

Brooklyn Academy of Music Park, Brooklyn, designed by QRP, 
rendered Waxman
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Henry Hudson Park, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Henry Hudson park is perched on a 
bluff overlooking the hudson.  The 
park has a complex terrain, which 
needed to be adjusted for ADA 
paths as well as accomodating new 
programs in the play areas, including 
exercise areas for elders. 

Henry Hudson Park, Bronx, schematic design Waxman
project lead: Alison Shipley
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Demutiis Park, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners

Renovation of a small park in Queens 
negotiates various grade changes 
with a basketball court, chess tables, 
and planting areas along with various 
adjusted entrances and ADA ramps.  
In this neighborhood elders regularly 
join in family time in parks, this was 
accomodated by game tables and 
benches along with the sports areas.

Demutiis Park, Queens, schematic design Waxman
project lead: Alison Shipley

Astoria Health Playground, 
NYC Parks, QRP

Outreach on the park revealed that 
the small space was easily dominated 
by a small number of adolescents.  
The aim of design was to continue 
to accomodate this age group while 
also passively allowing for increased 
childrens play as well as older people 
who could mediate. 

Astoria Health Playground, Queens, schematic design Waxman
project lead: Alison Shipley
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City Line Park, NYC Parks
Quennell Rothschild & Partners 

City Line is positioned at the very 
edge of Brooklyn in East New York. 
The park needed to accomodate 
safety issues, improved sportsfields, 
lighting, plantings, and exercise areas.City Line Park, Brooklyn, schematic design in part Alan Waxman

Project lead: Alison Shipley and Maria Riley, Rendering Waxman
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Public Housing Transgenerational
Food Gardens Brownsville, Brooklyn

The landscape of public housing, 
unlocked by deliciousness, can 
ecologically meet the needs of its 
residents.  Working for the Melting Pot 
Culinary Center and other partners, 
Waxman brought elders and young 
people together through food and 
the stewardship of shared garden 
spaces, to revitalize the food forest, 
make public space, and improve 
health.

Claus Meyer Melting Pot Foundation, Brooklyn, 2015

The only thing unchanging about 
public housing is outside perception.  
To the resident, the building is the 
stage for a continuously unfolding 
theater of life. Just as the garden 
forests surrounding housing change 
with each season, so do rhythms of 
life: food, celebration, disease, even 
violence.

1. Criminalized Landscape:
The existing condition.

Public Housing is a veritable forest of 
public gardens. These gardens must 
be adaptively managed so they cor-
relate with the social lives of residents 
and provide delicious food. The 
American urban food revolution is a 
social revolution, one that empowers 
the landscape held in common as 
much as the people who make their
lives within this shared landscape.

In Brownsville, over 19,000 people 
live on public land in 20 separate 
developments. Gang rivalry is a tough 
reality that separates communities 
that otherwise share so much. Words 
used frequently to describe these 
places are “wild,” “crazy,” “ignorant,”
“unhealthy,” “bad,” and “beautiful.”

The food forest has been reduced
through state maintenance into a be-
littled English garden - parterres and 
diminutive brass spiked fences divide 
up the commons - or asphalt it into
a parking lot. Ecology in the “ghetto” is 
highly criminalized.

But residents know a deeper land-
scape. These same spaces are places 
of celebration, places of life, and 
places of death. These are grounds 
for friendship and even grounds for 
conflict. These are grounds for a 
unique cuisine that celebrates life, 
a cuisine showcased in a series of 
culinary challenges.

The food forest will be restored 
according to cycles of resident use 
and social structure. The existing 
monoculture of sycamore trees will 
be restored to a heterogeneous mix 
of fruit trees, nut trees, berry bushes, 
and seed plants.

Shade friendly berry bushes grow 
beneath mature sycamores. Low nut 
and fruit trees are stewarded in clear-
ings along with seed plants.

Management processes are adapted 
according to ongoing data collected 
of life rhythms with moments of ex-
citement, celebration, and memory
in culinary competitions and other 
place based events.

Youth action in the community is 
legitimized through partnership with 
elder mentors for active place mak-
ing. The ongoing process leads to a
youth led and elder guided evaluation 
strategy of green space to adap-
tively manage community health and 
safety.

2. Restoration process initiated, now 5 years:
Local social groups start to be legitimized, forest
begins to be diversified. To prepare for culinary
competitions local youth groups begin to restore
diversity of food forest.

3. Forest restored, 5 years onward:
Social groups have been legitimized and the forest
diversified to produce full crops of fruits, nuts,
berries, and seeds according to a full yearly cycle of
celebrations.  Culinary challenges become friendly 
cross rivalry competitions. Tree care, harvest, and 
preparation each have specific cultural moments.
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U N I O N  T E AC H I N G  K YOTO

4. KYOTO URBAN DESIGN STUDIO AND ASSOCIATED PROJECTS

Kyoto Entertainment District and the Central Market  -  106

Jacobs Ladder: Psychosocial Skyscraper, Competition Entry  -  110

Reality Box, Decolonial Infrastructure, Competition Entry  -  112
 
Zen Meditation Center, Brownsville Brooklyn  -  114

Matcha Party: Intimate Zen Happening, New York City  -  118
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Kyoto Urban Design Studio, Kyoto, University of Oregon, 2015

 In 2015, the studio focused on the 
redesign of the Kyoto Central Market, 
pictured at right on this page, and the 
old entertainment district nextdoor, 
Shimabara.  Sixteen students tackled 
the question of developing an urban 
area that combined entertainment, 
tourism, and a functioning wholesale 
food market, all in an economically 
depressed area of the city, at the 
heart of the metropolitan area. 
Faculty was Waxman, Lovinger, 
Yoshimura, and Motouji. 
 
Students combined their formal 
study of gardens with participant 
engagement on the ground, 
deploying ecosocial theory in 
mapping and understanding 
neighborhood issues with residents.

Formal urban design techniques were 
used to design a new greenspace 
as well as redesign the functioning 
wholesale market as a living and 
working central gut for the city.  
On this page, the work of David 
Lieberman, Tim Chao, and Gilberto 
Villalobos is featured.  It deciphered 
the concept of flow to understand 
how urban dynamics function over 
time, forming neighborhoods. 

David, Tim, and Gilberto with boards Noah, Zak, Nathan, and Beau with boards

Ben, Ally, and Anastasia with boards Christine, Max, Kalee with boards Alison, Ramona, Halley with boards

Kyoto map of inside and outside.  Black is Myoshinji 
monastery and the central market below Market below.

Map of the Central Market as designated by Kyoto city 
for redesign.  The large beige areas were reimagined as 
core greenspaces in the studio. 

David, Tim, and Gilberto section of park space 
looking West towards the existing Kyoto 
Research Park.

Lovinger, Yoshimura, Waxman studio, University of Oregon, City of Kyoto Planning

Final Review

David, Tim, and Gilberto’s aerial view

David, Tim, and Gilberto

David, Tim, and Gilberto demonstrated 
an understanding of how flow and use 
creates neighborhood form through their 
discussion of flow in the diagrams and 
maps above.
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Ben, Ally, and Anastasia’s group 
focused on time zoning and design 
by way of using color and time 
at left to create a multifunctional 
community space.  Above, Zak, 
Beau, Nathan, and Noah designed a 
traditional greenspace as center of 
transportation reform. 

Below and at right, Alison, Ramona, 
and Halley designed a culinary 
focused landscape urban terrain. 
complete with an actual meal. 

Ben, Ally, and Anastasia’s community center landscape lushly 
planted with blooms unfolding over time. 

Section Ben, Ally, and Anastasia’s landscape

Time zoing for different constituencies below.  At 
right, these are spatially configured. 

The whole team joined in with Ramona as she 
prepared an edible landscape in the temple.. 

View of the central green field in Zak, Noah, Beau, and 
Nathan’s design.

view of the park at night in their design.

The full spread was prepared for a group of over 20. Nearly all ingrediants came fresh from the central market.

At the core of Alison, Ramona, and Halley’s design was functional 
industrial/shop spaces where landscape processes were visible and 
tastable.  Here, a soy shop is shown in section perspective.

Ramona presenting to Kyoto city officials.

Inspirational window at the backside of a famous Kyoto 
restaurant that allows viewing of the process.

Halley in the market with a fresh tuna head. In Alison, Ramona, and Halley’s design, the roof of the market becomes an agricultural 
topography of taste and smell, accessible in restaurants, gardens, and a culinary academy.

The park space is accessible to the whole community.
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As guests enter an elevator at ground 
floor, instead of choosing a floor 
number, they place the mortuary 
tablet for their loved one into the 
socket in the elevator releasing 
images, videos, and text of their loved 
one into the elevator chamber. As 
they grieve, the elevator rises to a 
garden that is suited according to the 
collective emotional response.   

Jacobs Ladder is navigated by 
collective psychosocial data. A 
mourner can find herself in the same 
garden room over and over again, or 
she can come to see the memories 
of her loved ones in a new light and 
arrive at a new garden.  By sharing 
the ride with others, we experience 
the memories of our loved ones 
collectively in new ways and enter 
new gardens, unlocking new levels 
of grief and healing.  Perhaps we 
can move beyond our individual 
memories to encounter something 
entirely new beyond our desires. 

Jacob’s Ladder: Psychosocial Cemetery Skyscraper
Waxman, Lieberman, Kelso, competition entry, Death in the City Tokyo,  2016
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Jacobs Ladder rises forever upwards 
as far as the limits of materiality, 
weather, and earthquake readiness 
will allow. It is constructed of a 
rebar and steel mesh onto which a 
lightweight limestone and plastic 
husk is cemented.  As the building 
climbs and mourners enter the 
gardens, they leave psychosocial 
data impressions.  Plantings are 
established on this psychosocial 
spectrum of feeling such that the 
weft of human feeling, and the warp 
of ecological growth are inextricably 
intertwined, growing into each other. 

Elevator with 
memories of a loved 
one projected by the 
mortuary tablet

Gardens of mourning 
reflect a spectrum of 
psychosocial potential 
in which to encounter 
the spirit of your love

Jacobs Ladder extends 
ever upwards with 
steel and rebar mesh 
cemented with plastic 
and limestone walls

Between Tokyo’s 
Shinjuku Kabukicho 
entertainment 
district and 
skyscraper business 
district, Jacobs 
Ladder replaces an 
existing multi-story 
sex doll shop.
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Gentrification is an infrastructural 
phenomenon by which 
neighborhoods are transformed 
from diverse urban spaces with 
their own agency into consumable 
environments and aesthetic 
backdrops that function as properties 
and experiences for sale.  This is 
the economic displacement of the 
information tech revolution.  

Just as large scale highways 
wrecked havoc in inner cities across 
the world, displacing wealth into 
the suburbs and cutting off large 
areas, and railroads decades before 
rerouted whole economic regions 
into functional industrial productive 
zones,

Reality Box: Decolonial Infrastructure
Waxman, Lieberman, Bartlett competition entry, Plural Cities Design Challenge,  2016

 the information super highway and 
it’s manifold panopticon of personal 
photos in an ever decreasing 
diversity of tourist sites is replacing 
cultural practice with a cultural 
show, replacing neighborhoods 
with “experiences” in the “sharing 
economy.”
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Zen Meditation Center I, Brooklyn
In 2015  I began a project to design 
a zen meditation room in Brownsville 
Academy.  Working with a group 
of students over 3 weeks, the 
team worked out the meaning of 
meditation in the cultural context of 
Brownsville, Brooklyn.  Construction 
plans are below, construction will take 
place over 2015-2016.

The design team began by asking 
questions of what it means to 
meditate, to “turn down,” to “chill,” 
to relax. Students realized that it is 
very important to create a series of 
experiences and spaces that allow 
those who enter them to consider 
memories of hard times, even 
memories of personal loss, along 
with good feelings and dreams of the 
future.  They cited the artist Popcaan’s 
“Dream” for its descritpion of the 
meditation ethic. 

They realized that there needs to 
be a contrast from dark to light, 
from inside to outside. Students 
found a series of music videos that 
exemplified the experience that 
they wanted to create, and found a 
few basic themes across the videos. 
These themes will be shown here as 
well as with further examples from 
other zen spaces in contemporary 
Japan.

1. Interior space: a dimmed interior 
space, often made of rustic and 
“poor” materials such as bamboo, 
reeds, mud bricks, concrete, and 
corrugated metal sheeting. The 
dimmed interior space usually 
includes windows that let in soft light. 
This is an active and
passive space; a place to relax, but 
also a space to watch art being done 
or to do some quiet artistic practice. 
This includes a space where one 

person can have their hair done by 
a friend, but also a space where one 
can work contemplatively on some 
practice.

2. Staircase from darkened space up 
to an open, lit, environment.  

3. An outdoor space, often with 
evening or morning light, includes 
a garden with a broad open space, 
whether a grassy space or a sea 
horizon. Both interior and exterior 
but particularly exterior spaces 
emphasize change of feeling, 
including atmospheric changes, 
lightning, rain, wind, clouds, and 
change of daylight to night. This 
outdoor space includes a kind 
of “indoor/ outdoor” space with 
examples including the West 
Indian beach house and other 
semi-permeable inside/outside 

Construction Plan

Brownsville Academy High School, Brooklyn, 2015

environments such as Dai-sen-in, a 
Japanese zen hall space.  On these 
pages are the designs of the Zen-Do 
meditation space as intended to be 
built in 2016 by Brownsville Academy.

“Every Hotskull,  
Nuh listen to 
badmind talk”
- Popcaan

Existing Room with faint outline of plans

Plan of installed parts in the room
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Zen Meditation Center
inspirational rendering
based on participant 
feedback.
Brownsville, Brooklyn
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Matcha Party: Happening
Place making with ecosocial design 
is a real time social and physical 
practice between people, manifested 
here in Matcha Party.  

Having studied and performed tea 
for the last decade, Waxman began 
Matcha Party to practice making 
places between people in a New York 
style intimate zen happening.   Within 
the aesthetic traditional structure of 
the Japanese tea hut, in which an

ephemeral social space is opened 
up, participants can play with various 
social and intellectual ideas along 
with spiritual movement.  Artists, 
designers, and thinkers bring 
their own energy into the space, 
often collectively designing a “tea 
garden” based on present collective 
consciousness. For example, Flex 
dancers can bring in the concept 
of “animation” a spiritual movement 
based practice akin to Tai Chi, 

although from the Caribbean.  
“Animation” can be used to dance 
out psychological concepts and 
imaginary encounters in the intimate 
space of the tea hut, a true real time 
chorus. 

Matcha Party is inspired by the 
Shimabara arts district of southern 
Kyoto, and seeks to increase arts 
education and exchange in marginal 
neighborhoods in both Kyoto and 
New York City.

Mark Morris Dance Group and other partners, New York City, 2018 - 2015
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